### Upper Level Courses & 1L Courses - Fall 2015 Schedule

**Last updated: 8/28/2015**

#### Monday

- **8:00-8:15** Evidence Mauet 164
- **8:15-8:30** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138
- **8:30-8:45** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138

#### Tuesday

- **7:00-7:15** Contract Drafting Lopez 138
- **7:15-7:30** Contract Drafting Lopez 138

#### Wednesday

- **8:00-8:15** Evidence Mauet 164
- **8:15-8:30** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138
- **8:30-8:45** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138

#### Thursday

- **8:00-8:15** Evidence Mauet 164
- **8:15-8:30** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138
- **8:30-8:45** Evidence Mauet Lopez 138

#### Friday

- **8:30-9:00** Distinction Schol Colloq

---

**UPPER LEVEL COURSES (BLACK)**

**FIRST YEAR COURSES (BLUE)**

* INDICATES COURSES THAT CROSS TIME BLOCKS

---

**UPPER LEVEL COURSES & 1L COURSES - FALL 2015 SCHEDULE**